GDF aims at “Balanced Development of Humankind and this World”

17th June 2009

Recently awarded with continuing major global projects lead over many years by Dr. Vasko M. Najdovski as part of Global Dialogue Initiative, Global Dialogue Foundation announces it’s practical pursuit of Universal Brotherhood of Man – Unity in Diversity.

The formerly coined “Universal Brotherhood - Unity in Diversity Project International”, has been developing a more social “behavior”, while mixing, fostering, promoting, initiating government – non-government - business and civil sector to interact and start mutual projects for developing and modernizing, while keeping this world safe.

Do we need global governance? It seems this is no longer the question. Rather, the question is, “How do we do it?” Universal Brotherhood of Man - Unity in Diversity is an interplay across various sectors, “fighting” and eliminating poverty, hunger, illness - as vicious circles currently destroying our planet - our home. These are the main issues for almost all other problems presented today, including various kinds of violence which appears almost everywhere on the Earth. Eliminating them gradually will end human self-destruction.

It is paramount that during a crucial time in our lives, we draw from past experience for developing this world. While maintaining a changed American Dream, enriched with “flavor” from - Universal Brotherhood – Unity in Diversity Project International on a local and global level, we are looking for DIALOGUE as a core principle around the globe in achieving sustainable balanced development of the world, says GDF Founder, Dr Najdovski.

GDF projects are aimed at establishing necessary bodies for handling matters associated with “citizens”, and addressing matters concerning all inhabitants of this planet and at every level from economy and every day issues, to needs of safekeeping and protecting individual heritage, so that harmonious and balanced development is achieved, while awareness about spiritual and material needs and practices is raised for the benefit of all, including science and religion, and our environment - as a part, inseparable of who we are.

It is critical to achieve all of the above and to refresh businesses, while starting and achieving the modernization of the developing world as a basis for a general balanced global development. In doing so, keeping migration issues, in an increasingly mixed and interdependent world, under control, while raising ethic and moral standards and awareness about the necessity of living close to each other as a good friend and neighbour, so that human expansion all over this world, and later in space, is less prone to criminal and self-destructive behavior.
Global Shipment - a crucial part of GDF is the main engine for driving global machinery towards modernization of the developing world and the planet in general. (For info: www.globaldialoguefoundation.com).